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Medieval Ballads
The first type of medieval text you will study is the ballad. The name ‘ballad’ is still used 
today to describe a certain kind of song.

As I walked out over London Bridge
One misty1 morning early,
I overheard a fair pretty maid
Was lamenting for her Geordie2.

“My Geordie will be hanged in a golden chain3

’Tis not the chain of many,
He was born of king’s royal breed4

And lost to a virtuous lady.

Go bridle me5 my milk-white steed6

Go bridle me my pony,

Geordie

Cd 1.05
Mp3 005

prEdiCT look at the image and read the 
words below taken from the ballad. discuss 
with your partner what Geordie’s story 
might be. 

pretty maid   lamenting   
london’s court   stole royal deer   

cannot pardon   hanged

undErsTAnd GisT Read the ballad for 
the first time.
A. Were you right about Geordie’s story? 
b. does the story have a happy or a sad 

ending? Explain. 

1

2

Geordie

5

10

anon.

Medieval ballads told different types of stories and had specific characteristics.  
As an example, you will study a ballad which tells the story of a man called Geordie.

1. misty: filled with thin fog (brumosa).
2. Geordie: in the Scottish version the reference 

is probably to a nobleman, George Gordon, 
Earl of Huntley, who was sentenced to death 
for political reasons, but ultimately pardoned. 
The English version was probably inspired 
by George Stoole, a man who was executed in 
1610 for stealing horses and cattle.

3. golden chain: golden rings linked to one 
another (catena dorata). Golden chains were 
not used, but it’s a poetic way of saying that 
Geordie was a noble man.

4. breed: bloodline (stirpe).
5. bridle me: prepare for me (metti la briglia).
6. steed: literary for ‘horse’, usually vigorous 

(destriero).

↑ King John out hunting. Chromolithograph 
from a medieval manuscript.
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I will ride to London’s court
To plead7 for the life of Geordie.

My Geordie never stole nor cow nor calf8,
He never hurted any,
Stole sixteen of the king’s royal deer9

And he sold them in Bohenny10.

Two pretty babies have I born,
The third lies in my body;
I’d freely part with them every one
If you’d spare11 the life of Geordie.”

The judge looked over his left shoulder12,
He said, “Fair maid I’m sorry.”
He said, “Fair maid you must be gone
For I cannot pardon Geordie.”

“My Geordie will be hanged in a golden chain,
’Tis not the chain of many
Stole sixteen of the king’s royal deer
And he sold them in Bohenny.”

15

20

undErsTAnd ConTEnT
A. Choose the correct option.

 − The story takes place in the king’s forest / Bohenny / London.
 − Geordie will be hanged with a golden chain because he is rich / was lost to a virtuous lady /  

is of noble birth.
 − The fair maid wants to die with Geordie / try to persuade the judge not to kill Geordie / have 

Geordie’s baby.
 − Geordie has stolen 16 deer / 16 deer and some cows and calves / two babies.
 − The fair maid has three children / two children / two children and is pregnant with a third.
 − The judge gives the maid good / bad / hopeful news.

b. What is the name for Geordie’s crime? look up these words in a dictionary, choose the correct 
one and say what the others mean. 

theft   murder   poaching   treason

C. Would you describe the storyline as complex or simple? 

AnALysE LAyouT
A. Make notes below:

 − no. of stanzas:  
 − no. of lines per stanza:  
 − line length:   
 − end-stopping of stanzas:  

b. In relation to the story, why do you think each stanza is end-stopped? 

3

4

25

7. plead: appeal (chiedere la grazia).
8. calf: young cow (vitello).
9. king’s royal deer: animals with 

antlers (cervi), that lived on the king’s 
property. These animals could only 
be hunted (cacciati) by the king. The 
punishment for poaching them was 
death.

10. Bohenny: could refer to Bohenie 
in Scotland, or could be referring to 
people from Bohemia e.g. gypsies 
(zingari).

11. spare: save (risparmiare).
12. left shoulder: this meant he was 

going to give bad news — left being 
used figuratively to suggest tragic 
events. The right shoulder would 
have indicated good news.
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AnALysE LAnGuAGE
A. Which of these words would you use to describe the language of the poem?

elaborate   narrative   simple   lyrical   vague   graphic   ornate

b. The poem contains both narration and direct speech. Using three colours, mark the direct 
speech of the maid, the direct speech of the judge and the narration. Whose words dominate 
the ballad? Who is the narrator, do you think? 

C. The poem contains some formulaic expressions which are often used in ballads. Find the 
formulaic expressions which mean:

 − a beautiful young woman:  
 − a white horse:  
 − an omen of bad luck:  

AnALysE sound FEATurEs
A. The rhyme scheme of the poem is based on near or imperfect rhyme. It uses a final /i/ sound as in 

the name Geordie. Identify which lines create near rhyme and work out the rhyme scheme. 
b. look at the rhythm and the main stresses in stanza I. How many stresses are there in each line? 

As I walked out over london Bridge

One misty morning early

I overheard a fair pretty maid

Was lamenting for her Geordie. 

C. Which of these statements is true?
 The poem alternates lines of pentameter (five stresses) and tetrameter (four stresses).
 The poem alternates lines of tetrameter and trimeter (three stresses).
 The poem alternates lines of trimeter and dimeter (two stresses).

 
d. Can you identify the same stress pattern in other stanzas of the poem? 
E. Repetition of words, phrases and sounds is an important feature of this poem. 

 − Find two more examples of each type of repetition.

Type Examples

rep. of phrases And he sold them in Bohenny, 

rep. of syn. 
structures

plead for / spare the life of Geordie, 

alliteration /m/ sound in me my milk 

consonance /b/ sound in Two pretty babies I have born // …body 

assonance /ai/ sound in bridle my… white 

 − What is the effect of the repetition? Mark the statements you agree with.
   It makes the poem more musical.

   It makes the words easier to remember.
  It highlights important words and 
phrases.

  It makes the poem boring and 
predictable.

  It links different stanzas of the poem 
into a whole.

6

5
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